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Statistical analysis of experimental data
I. Random Errors in Experimental Data
A. Indeterminate (or random) errors:
1. Usually are related to insufficiently controlled variations in experimental conditions.
2. Affect precision, but not accuracy.
3. Cannot be eliminated, but can be treated (statistically).
4. Are related to the small, random errors in an experiment that combine to give an
overall error.
5. Because indeterminate error generally follows a normal distribution, calculations
can be based upon characteristics of the normal distribution curve.
B. Properties of the Gaussian (normal) distribution.
The formula for the normal distribution is:
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where, y = the frequency of a result, x
σ = the population standard deviation
= the population mean
a. 68.3% of the area between ±1 standard deviation
(σ ) unit of the mean ( ).

b. 95.5% of the area between ±2 standard deviation
(σ ) unit of the mean ( ).

c.

Assume the following set of measurements:

99.7% of the area between ± 3 standard
deviation (σ ) unit of the mean ( ).
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The following parameters are calculated for this set of measurements:
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For this set of data the Gaussian curve is presented below:

C. Significance tests in Analytical Measurements
For the limited number of measurement we can not find the true population mean ( ) and true
standard deviation (σ). However, we can determine sample mean and sample standard deviation
values. The confidence interval: true mean ( ) is more likely lie within certain distance from
measured mean ( x ).
1.

Is the difference significant?

t=

x! µ
n
s

one variable t- test (student’s test)

s is the standard deviation
n is the number of parallel measurements
If | t | value exceeds a certain critical value, then the H0 is rejected.

t-test table
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v is the degree of freedom and equal to n-1
For the two sets of data with n1 and n 2 measurements a two-sided t-test is used in analytical chemistry.
The following formula is used to calculate the t-value:

Where x1 and x 2 are average values for the first and second set of data. And sd is the a polled
standard deviation making use of both sets of data:

2.

Comparison of standard deviations of two samples (F-test).

Assume following sets of measurement from two different labs of the same sample (Titanium content
%):
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Standard deviation values obtained from labs are 0.0229 and 0.0182 respectively.
The value of F is:
2

2
s
0.0229
0.000524
Fcalculated = 12 =
=
= 1.58
2
0.0182 0.000331
s2

Degrees of freedom are 7 and 5, respectively. Based on the table below, we have the critical value of F
(at 95 % confidence level) of 4.88. The calculated value is lower than tabulated, and therefore testing
results are not significantly different between two labs.

3.

Should I retain an outlier: Q-test?
Assume we obtained Cu content (ppm) in a penny by ASV:
5.30

5.00

5.10

5.20

5.25

6.20

5.15
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1. Arrange data in the order of increasing values:
5.00

5.10

5.15

5.20

5.25

5.30

6.20 (quesionalble)

2. Calculate the range: difference between lowest and highest number.
6.20 – 5.00 = 1.20
3. Calculate the gap: difference between questionable point and nearest value.
6.20 – 5.30 = 0.90
4. Calculate the Q value

Qcalculate
d=

gap 0.90
=
= 0.75
range 1.20

5. Compare with the table value (see below).
Q90
Q95
Q99

0.507
0.568
0.680

Q calculated

0.75

Qcalc > Q
Qcalc > Q
Qcalc > Q

table
table
table

Q-test table

Discard
Discard
Discard
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